Thank you for your interest in displaying your artwork at Fiske Planetarium!

At Fiske Planetarium, we value creative, curious minds and seek to inspire individuals to think critically about the universe in which they live. While Fiske is primarily a venue with a focus on science topics, we also value and encourage the use of artistic creativity to broaden the culture around science and to open or strengthen additional avenues for exploring the universe.

We are excited about working with you to see how your artwork can contribute to our space. Below are some guidelines for displaying artwork:

- Fiske will provide free display space for the artist for three months. Artists will have one week to install their art, three months of showcase and one week to remove it. The artwork must be removed during the final week. Installation and removal must occur during Fiske's regular hours (9 am - 5 pm).

- Artists are responsible for hanging their own work, hanging materials and their creating their own labels. Fiske uses a wire and track hanging system; artists must provide their own wire. No holes are allowed in the walls.

- Artists are responsible for doing their own advertising, although we are happy to provide supplemental advertising.

- Fiske is happy to host a reception with beer and wine for purchase (all sales go to Fiske). Please contact us for specifics if this is of interest.

- Artists may sell their artwork. Fiske retains 10% of the final sales.

Please contact Briana Ingermann at briana.ingermann@colorado.edu to set up a meeting to discuss available display space and artwork proposals. We look forward to working with you!